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Router-level connectivity of the Internet, 1999 (Internet Mapping
Project)
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3D hyperbolic graphs of Internet topology created using the
Walrus visualisation tool developed at CAIDA
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Plan of talk

• Research into networks on the WWW - an example
• The web and national identity
• CSIRO large-scale crawls of the .au domain

• Researching the web - challenges
• Why sample the web?
• VOSON – e-Research technologies facilitating new

research into online networks
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The web and national identity I
• Exclusion from social, economic and political processes

can occur because of individual-level attributes (e.g. old
age, poor health, low education, unemployment).

• Social exclusion can occur when social identity (e.g.
race, religion, sexual preference) is “non-mainstream”.

• While “traditional” conceptualisations of Australian
national identity (e.g. ANZACs) are strong in popular
imagination (e.g. Phillips and Smith (2000)), they are
being challenged:

• Social movements (e.g. environmentalists, advocates
for Aborigines) aiming for a more inclusive / progressive
Australia (Wickes, Smith, and Phillips, 2006).

• Globalisation, migration – McAllister (1997), Wiseman
(1998).
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The web and national identity II
• ICTs such as the web are potentially important tools for

advocates of the socially excluded.
• Bimber, Flanagin, and Stohl (2005) – traditional

collective action assumed formal organisation was
necessary to coordinate activity, but groups are now
using ICTs to coordinate activity in loose networks
rather than through traditional organizations.

• How effectively are advocates of the socially excluded
using the web? An empirical question...

• Hindman, Tsioutsiouliklis, and Johnson (2003) – while
every Web page is equally retrievable, Web page
visibility (exemplified by rankings in search engines
such as Google) is relative and largely determined by
inlinks from other relevant Websites.
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The web and national identity III
• Identify Australian public websites advocating on behalf

of / focused on:
• ethnic minorities
• environment
• people with disabilities

• Conduct statistical analysis (e.g. social network
analysis, SNA) of the composition and structure of the
identified online networks:

• What is the web visibility (measured by, for e.g.,
indegree) of various sites?

• Do particular groups exhibit differences in their
networking behaviour? Evidence that “conservatives”
form smaller/denser networks compared with “liberals”.

• What is the web presence of government? Relevant to
research on impact of web on “nodality” of government
(position in social and informational networks) – see, for
e.g., Escher, Margetts, Petricek, and Cox (2006).
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CSIRO large-scale web crawls

• CSIRO is using Panoptic Web crawler to conduct
large-scale crawls of the .au domain.

• The first database released by CSIRO was constructed
in late 2005

• Approximately 10 million Web pages with root URLs
containing the “.au” top-level domain code

• Approximately 200,000 unique root URLs in the
database.

• CSIRO is conducting more extensive crawls during
2007.

• See Ackland, Spink, and Bailey (2007) for preliminary
analysis of meta keywords using the 2005 CSIRO data.
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Researching the web –
challenges

• Quantity/complexity of data lead to data
management/storage and computational issues
(“easily” addressed)

• Various heterogeneous tools (e.g. web mining, text
mining, network sampling, visualisation, SNA) mean
single tool provider is not feasible. Need tool
interoperability. (“easily” addressed)

• Research interests of social scientists inherently
different to other disciplines (e.g. applied physics,
computer science). Also, work differently (menu-driven
applications c.f. batch submission to remote
computers). (less “easily” addressed)

• e-Research technologies can help address these
challenges!
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Reciprocated friend-
ships among girls in
Marketville (from The
Adolescent Society by
James C. Coleman,
1961)
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Australian
Public Web

2005. Inbound
hyperlinks from
“health” sites to

www.health.gov.au.
LGL algorithm.

Node size prop.
to indegree.
1886 nodes
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LinLogLayout

algorithm. Node
size prop. to

indegree. 3417
nodes
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Australian
Public Web

2005.
Hyperlinks

between all
“health” sites.
Fruchterman-

Reingold
algorithm. Node

size prop. to
indegree. 3417

nodes
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Hyperlink
network of

political parties
from 6 countries

(Ackland and
Gibson, 2006).

Node size prop.
to outdegree.

76 nodes.
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Adaptive sampling (AS)

• References: Thompson and Seber (1996), Thompson
(2006)

• Sampling design where procedure for selecting units
may depend on values of variable of interest observed
during the survey.

• AS designs direct sampling effort disproportionately
into “interesting” areas of the population.

• Samples are not representative of the population, but
unbiased estimates can be found by taking account of
initial and conditional selection probabilities.

• AS will be more efficient than simple random sampling
if within-network variance of the population is
sufficiently high.
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Hyperlink
network of sites

focused on
abortion or
pregnancy.

Node size prop.
to indegree. 182

nodes.
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What about the Semantic Web (SW)?
• SW: build into web pages tags for data, and semantic

representations of the meaning of those tags –
Berners-Lee, Hendler, and Lassila (2001), Shadbolt,
Berners-Lee, and Hall (2006)

• Problems of SW for social science research (Brent and
Carnahan (2007)):

• Website development is a disaggregated process –
hard to impose this standardisation

• Retrofitting millions of (live) websites? What about
analysis of archived web material (e.g. Internet
Archive)?

• SW assumes existence of a single ontology – this is not
practical for social science research!

• “Paradigmatic approach” (Brent and Carnahan (2007)):
• Recognises may be multiple incompatible views of data
• Data structure is imposed dynamically by the

researcher as part of the research process
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• VOSON Project
• Conducting empirical social science research into

online networks
• Developing e-Research tools to faciliate this research
• Funded via two ARC grants (including ARC-SRI

e-Research Support)
• VOSON System

• Web-based software incorporating web mining, data
visualisation, and more “traditional” empirical social
science methods such as social network analysis (SNA)

• Example of Web 2.0/“software as a service”’
• Web services framework facilitates access and sharing

of distributed resources such as datasets, methods and
computational cycles

• Use of e-Research (or cyberinfrastructure) technologies
in the social sciences – e-Social Science

• Service has been running since 2006 – available for
evaluation by university-affiliated researchers/students
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VOSON screenshot
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VOSON on APAC-NF

• The CSIRO web crawl data is much larger than web
crawls previously collected and analysed using VOSON
– involvement of the Partnership for Advanced
Computing National Facility (APAC-NF) is key.

• APAC-NF – Australia’s peak compute facility hosting
both compute infrastructures (ie. supercomputers) and
deep-storage facilities (in the order of petabytes).

• APAC-NF has high bandwidth links to Australian and
international networks allowing for large, efficient data
movement. Researchers can host significant data
collections as well as access software, hardware
resources to mine these.
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VOSON web crawler service
hosted on APAC−NF Data Cluster

VOSON application server

CSIRO web crawls

XML flat files hosted on

APAC−NF Data Cluster

User (via Firefox browser)

services

SNA/mapping etc.

VOSON or 3rd−party

data server

VOSON MySQL

file system

web service
web service

TCP−IP

TCP−IP

TCP−IP

Architecture for analysis of CSIRO crawl data
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Peer-produced tools and data
• The VOSON platform enables access to various

tools/data for research into online networks.
• Goal: attract participation of 3rd party tool

developers/data providers. Web services are key.
• Drawing from Benkler (2006), VOSON is an example of

peer-produced tools/data for the advancement of social
science research into online networks.

• VOSON is also an example of the emerging
phenomenon of internet-enabled collaboration termed
“wikinomics” by Tapscott and Williams (2007) and “user
innovation” by von Hippel (2005).

• A single tool provider cannot keep pace with
developments in research methodology and needs of
researchers. Web services enable network researchers
to make their tools/data available to other researchers,
thus spurring further innovation in network research.
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